Ufip partners

Ufip maintains permanent relations with a set of professional partner organizations, which intervene in the various fields of the oil industry. These partners include:

- **Alliance Oil Solutions**: association promoting heating oil as heating energy
- **APTH**: Association for Prevention in Hydrocarbon Transport (training and advice on transport safety)
- **AUTE**: Association of Freight Transport Users (carrier of the positions of shippers in the field of transport)
- **BNPé**: Office of Standardization of Petroleum, member of AFNOR and CEN
- **CFE**: French Energy Council (member of the World Energy Council, global energy thinking)
- **CITEPA**: Interprofessional Technical Center for the Study of Atmospheric Pollution (information, advice and studies)
- **CPDP**: Professional Oil Committee (oil statistics and regulatory watch)
- **CPL**: Professional Lubricants Center (lubricant statistics and regulatory watch)
- **CPSSP**: Professional Committee for Strategic Oil Stocks (constitution and management of strategic oil stocks in France)
- **EVOLEN**: association for the promotion of the oil services and paragazier sectors
- **FENARIVE**: National Federation of Residents' Associations and Industrial Users of Water
- **GESIP**: Oil and Chemical Industries Safety Study Group (feedback, training, information)
- **MEDEF**: Business Movement of France

Representatives of the UFIP are members of regional EESC.

At the French level, the UFIP has permanent and close links with [IFP Energies Nouvelles](https://www.ifpenergies-nouvelles.com), a public research, innovation and training organization in the fields of energy, transport and the environment.

At the level of the European Union, the UFIP thus maintains permanent and close links with [FuelsEurope](https://www.fuell-europe.com), the European association of the petroleum industry which groups the companies active in the refining and the distribution in Europe, and with [Concawe](https://www.concawe.org), European association the oil industry responsible for studies on environmental, health and safety in refining and distribution, and the [IOGP](https://www.iogp.org) (International oil and gas producers), the world organization of oil producing and gas companies.